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it stands whether or robot the state is completely specified at
each iestaef. It therefore describes the statistics of sets
of variables which are not necessarily MarkoKan, but
which are sub-sets of MarkoKan sets for which the
coeKcients of the entropy and dissipation functions are
known.

the n's only, we have

8 C—(d n/dt, d rr/dt) = max . (4-25)

This variational principle is formally equivalent to the
phenomenological laws ((2-2), including the reciprocal
relations (2-4)j.

Principle of Least Dissipation

The principle of least dissipation (RRIP I), a gener-
alization of a similar principle in hydrodynamics due to
Rayleigh, " can be read by inspection from (4-18).
Given a state n, we ask for the most probable values of
the ci's (and thus for the most probable path of the n's

in time). Taking ts close to ti (ts —ti ——t),t=small) we

seek the state e&'& which will maximize the exponent.
The integral becomes a simple product:

11———2C (der/dt, dn/dt)+2%'(X, X)—2—S(n) At=max.
4k cQ

(4-24)

If we remember that the variation is with respect to

"Lord Rayleigh (J. W. Strutt), Phil. Mag. 26, 776 (1913).

Spectral Description

It may be useful to recall the connection between
this work and that of Callen and his co-workers in the
same 6eld. ' The systems treated are of the same type,
and the same physical assumptions are made for them.
But while this paper uses a temporal description of the
course of fluctuations, these other papers use a spectral
description. The two descriptions correspond to two
types of experiment: the temporal to taking successive
readings at close intervals, obtaining, for instance, a
trace on a moving tape; the spectral to recording by
means of a frequency analyzer. Where in the temporal
description we postulate linear relations between forces
and cruxes, dehned by the dissipation matrix R, the
spectral description has linear relations between their
Fourier transforms, defined by an admittance matrix.

"Footnote 13. See also H. Takasi, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 7, 439
(19S2).
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The results of the previous paper are extended to second-order systems, i.e., systems with inertia. Using a
generalized definition of the thermodynamic forces, reciprocal relations for the dissipative coeScients in the
equations describing irreversible processes are derived. A dissipation function can again be defined, and it
can again be used to express the probability functional for fluctuations.

1. g-TYPE VARIABLES
' "N the previous paper of the same principal title' the
~ - thermodynamic variables treated were limited to
those satisfying the hypothesis of microscopic reversi-

bility. The restriction was stated: on a kinetic model,
the thermodynamic variables must be algebraic sums
of (a large number of) molecular variables, and must be
ever functions;of those molecular variables which are
odd functions of time (like molecular velocities). Thus

* Much of the work reported in this paper appears in more detail
in a dissertation by one of us (S.M.), presented to the Faculty of
the Graduate School of Yale University (1952) in partial fulfill-
ment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree.

i L. Onsager and S. Machlup, preceding paper )Phys. Rev. 91,
1505 (1953).

a reversal of the sense of time would not change the
values of these o, variables.

It was assumed that all thermodynamic functions
(speci6cally, the entropy 5) were given as functions of
the n variables, and that the irreversible processes were
"caused" by thermodynamic forces I,= ctS/Bn, If, .
however, the kinetic energy of the various flows (e.g. ,
magnetic energy of electric currents) contributes appre-
ciably to the entropy, other variables must be taken
into consideration: "velocity" variables, i.e., variables
which would change their sign if the sense of time were
reversed. Casimir' calls them P variables. He points

' H. B. G. Casimir, Revs. Modern Phys. 17, 343 (1945).
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out that for irreversible pro'cesses involving both a' s
and P s, the principle of microscopic reversibility implies
that the reciprocal relations have negative signs for the
coeKcients giving cross phenomena between n and P
variables.

The P variables, which arise from the inertia of the
system, can be expressed as time derivatives of n-type
variables. The phenomenological laws for irreversible
processes, which would be a set of first-order differential
equations in the n and P variables, can thus be written
as a set of second-order equations in the a' s. (Example:
a simple electric circuit containing inductance, capaci-
tance and resistance can be described by two first-order
equations in charge and current, or by one second-order
equation in charge. )

85 dt 85
+

~n; dt ~ai
(1-2)

The second member of this sum is analogous to a
d'Alembert force in mechanics; it is the second-order
term in (1-1).The n's are still taken to be zero at equi-
librium; the ct s vanish there by their nature. So—S is
again a homogeneous quadratic function of all the
variables of state, but there are no cross terms between
n's and a' s. For the entropy must not change with a
reversal of the sense of time: In the microscopic de-
scription, the Hamiltonian is an even function of
molecular momenta. One may, therefore, think of the
entropy as consisting of a "potential" and a "kinetic"
part:

Phenomenological Laws

Thus, the entropy is now a function of the n's and
the a' s. Both are now the variables of state. We would
like to have the phenomenological laws in the form

Z,R ~a, =g, , i=1 n

again. We can achieve this by defining the thermo-
dynamic forces as

phenomenological laws (1-4). This applies here to the
average regressions of the n's and the a's. If we also
assume that the fluctuations are Gaussian stochastic
processes, then we arrive, as in I, at the conclusion
that they are MarkoSan —in the 0.'s and n's. Alter-
natively stated, they are second order stochastic
processes in the n's alone. They obey, then, the sto-
chastic differential equations,

ma+Rn+sn= e, (2-1)

B()=( (~) .(~+ )),
B'(r) =(~(~)~~.(~+r)),
C(r) = (e(t)n, „(i+r)).

(2-2)

LMatrix notation: tr means transpose If n is a .column
vector, n&„isarow vector —eg. , A,; (r) =(n;(t)n;(i+r)). j
These are related as follows:

B(r)=—B'(r), B(r)= A(r), C(—r) =B(r). (2 3)

If we multiply. 2-1 by a&„(t—r) on the right, and take
averages, we obtain the matrix equation

m(d'A/dt') «+RA « sA «=0,—— (2-4)

the right-hand side vanishing because, by hypothesis,
the e's are uncorrelated with the n's and a' s. Similarly,
if we multiply by a«(t r), —

m(d'B/dt'), „+RB«+sB „=0. (2-5)

U we use (2-3), these two sets of n2 simultaneous second-
order equations become two sets of 2n' simultaneous
first-order equations:

with the e's purely random impulses. We need only
consider the n equations (1-4) split up into 2n erst-order
equations in the n's and a' s; then the proof by Boob
cited in I, Sec. 3, again becomes applicable.

To prove reciprocal relations for the E matrix, we
shall study the second moments and apply microscopic
reversibility to them. There are four covariance
matrices,

A (r) = (~(~)~~.(~+r)),

So gZ jjsjjckjA j 2Z jets jjotja j (1-3)

(The letter m has been chosen because of the analogy
to mass. ) The phenomenological laws (1-1) become

Z;( ,;m+aR, ,a.,+s;,n, )=0, i = 1 n, (1-4)

A „+B,„=O,

sA g„—nsB(„—RB,„=0,

B«+C«= 0,

sBg„—mC(„—RC,„=0,

(2-6)

(2-7)

(2-8)

(2-9)
or, in matrix notation,

ma+Rd+sn= 0 (1-4')

/Henceforth, when appearing without subscript, Greek
letters u, e, $ are vectors, Roman s, m, R, A, B, C are
matrices. )
2. LINEAR SECOND-ORDER STOCHASTIC PROCESS

We shall again postulate that the average regressions
from a given nonequilibrium state obey the same laws
as the corresponding irreversible processes, i.e., the C(0)=km '. (2-12)

The one-gate distribution function of the a's and
n's we know from (1-3) by Boltzmann's principle. The
second moments of a Gaussian distribution are given
by the reciprocal of the matrix defining the quadratic
form in the p.d.f. (probability density function):

A (0)= ks-', (2-10)

B(0)=B'(0)=0, (2-11)

(no cross-terms in 1-3)
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Reciprocal Relations

The principle of microscopic reversibility (see RRIP
II) requires that the matrix A (r) be symmetric; hence,
by (2-3), C(r) is symmetric. m, as the matrix of a quad-
ratic form, is by nature symmetric. Thus, from (2-13)
follow the reciprocal relations for the E;;:

E.=E.tg. (2-14)

Kith E. symmetric, a dissipation function,

C (ri, a) =-,ri(Qri, (2-15)

can again be defined, having all the properties of the
dissipation function of I. For irreversible processes
obeying (1-1), the rate of production of entropy is

h = —Z;,m;;a;a;—Z;,s;,o.;o,,
= —Z„,(nz, ;ii;+s;;n;)ri, =Z,g,ri; (2-16)
=2C(ri, ri) =2m(g, t),

These equations give the initial conditions for (2-6) to
(2-9). We must be careful about evaluating the co-
variances at v-=0, since their derivatives need not be
continuous there. Specifying approach from positive w,

and substituting (2-11) and (2-12), we obtain from
(2-9) a statistical interpretation of the coefEcients R;;:

C',„(0+)= —km-'Rm '. (2-13)

Had we approached v=0 from negative values, we
would have obtained the opposite sign in this equation.
The derivatives of the A;, (r), which are discontinuous
at r=O in the case without inertia, now vanish there
when the ns matrix is positive. deFinite: inertia
"smoothes" the correlation between the o.'s.

The proof will consist in showing that the formula leads
to the correct (1) average regressions and (2) one-gate
p.d.f. (probability density function), since these com-
pletely determine a Gaussian process. Actually, this
time we must check the average regressions of both
n's and ci's. But we can do this in one stroke by verify-
ing that the equations giving the regressions are indeed
the set (1-4) and have the same initial conditions.

In the case without inertia we had the simplihcation
that the 8 and s matrices could be simultaneously
diagonalized, giving e independent equations for the
phenomenological laws, and making the entropy and
dissipation functions sums of squares. Here, the three
matrices E, s, and m cannot, in general, be brought
simultaneously to diagonal form, so that all the variables
must be handled simultaneously.

From the equality of means and modes for Gaussian
distributions, the regressions are given by the condition
that (3-1) be maximum with respect to I'&'). Hence,

pt2

[2C (ri, ri)+2%($, $)—28jdt;„=min,
LJ t1

subject to I'()!,)=I'&'), I'(t,) =I'(2). (3.2)

The integrand can be written in such a way as to show
its positive definiteness:

2(&)&, ri, a)—=2C (a, ri)+24($, g)
—2g

=(a—R '$) R(ri —R-'g)
= (ri+R-'so&+R 'ma) tQ(-ri+R scx+R 'ma)

3-3

Hence the minimum of the integral is zero, which
value it takes for

where the function

(2-17)
or

ri —R—'(=0

ma+Rri+sn= 0,

(3-4)

(3-5)
is also the natural extension of its counterpart in I.

3. INTEGRAL FORM FOR THE DISTRIBUTION

The probability of a given succession of states can
again be expressed in terms of the dissipation function,
by means of an auxiliary functional defined for "Quc-
tuation paths. "With the convention (1-2), the formula
is outwardly the same as for the case without inertia,
but of course the terms now have diferent meanings.
The important difference is that a state I' is now
specified by the values of all the n's and all the ci.'s.
If we begin, as in I, with the two-gate conditional p.d.f.,
we shall omit any synthetic proof, and assert that it is
given by

&I'(2) I'(&)~ 1 1 ( I
~s

f2-I
~

"exp ——-I [2C'(ri ri)
Ei, 4 kE~~,

ptg

Z(n, ri, a)dt; =S(I'&2))+const.
(3-6)

subject to I'(—~)=I'=equilibrium, F(t,) =I'&').

The equations for an extreme value of the integral are

d282 d BZ
+ =0, i=1 . .g.

dt2 Ba; dt Bn; Bn;
(3-7)

If we use 3-3, these are factorable, i.e., in matrix nota-
tion,

+2+(&, &) 2~)«I—
min

which was to be shown. As the initial conditions
[I'(t))=I'&')j also agree, (3-1) is seen to give the right
regressions.

The unconditional one-gate distribution will be
correct if

subject to I'(t&) = I' &'), I'(t2) =I'(2).

(D1+R—'s+O'R —'m)(D1 —R 's —O'R 'm)+=0, (3-8)

(3-1) where D=d/dt and 1 =unit matrix.
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(D1—R—'s —D'R—'m, )o.=0. (3-10)

(3-9) is the operational form of the phenomenological
equations (1-4), while (3-10) can be obtained from these
by changing the sign of t. Invoking the initial condition
r(—~)=r', i.e., n=0, a=0 at t= —~, (3-9) can have
only the trivial (zero) solution, for we see from (2-16),

8=2C (ri, a),

that the entropy cannot decrease when the variables
obey the phenomenological equations. But the entropy .

already has its maximum value So at t= —~, hence all
but the trivial solution of (3-9) are excluded. Thus the
permitted solutions of (3-8) are solutions of (3-10) )the
mirror images of solutions of (3-9)7.

We use (3-10) and form the quadratic form,

(n R—'s a R—'ma) gQ(a R—'sn R—'ma) =0 (3.-11)

If we multiply it out and recall the definition of the
thermodynamic force ((1-2), we have

2C (a, n)+2%'($, $)+28=0,
whence

2—=2C+24—28= —48. (3-12)

Integrating 8 over time then gives (3-6). We have
shown that (3-1) leads to the correct average regressions
and the correct one-gate p.d.f. ; it is therefore the correct
conditional two-gate p.d.f.

The joint p.d.f. for any number of gates can then be
found by the same argument as in I. Ke have

11( p"
~ exp ———

! L2C (a, ri)+2%'($, $)7dt !,(3-13)
4 kE.&

subject to I'(ti) =r~'&, r(t2) =r&'&, , I'(t )=r&».

Since the path (now given by n and a) can be specified
to any desired degree of precision (any number of
gates), we have again obtained a probability flectional
for Quctuations, in terms of the dissipation function for
irreversible processes.

The solutions of this equation are superpositions of
the solutions of the equations obtained from the factors,

(D1+R 's jD'R 'm)n=0, (3-9)

The statement made in I, the, t the formula is still
valid when the state is incompletely speci6ed in one or
more gates, is true here as well, and for the same reason:
the p.d.f. is Gaussian in all the variables, hence integra-
tion over one variable is equivalent to taking the
minimum of the integral with respect to that variable.
Such a statement is, indeed, necessary in order that
(3-13) have a nontrivial meaning when either the s or
the m matrix is not positive de6nite; for in this case the
system does not really have 2e degrees of freedom. The
matrices may be, at worst, positive semidefinite, by
the Second Law. The matrix m will certainly be semi-
definite when an o. variable appears in the entropy
function and the corresponding n does not. In fact, if
all the m;; become zero, (3-13) must reduce to the
formula in I (4-23) when we integrate out all the

variables, which indeed we must in order to have non-
zero probabilities. The s matrix will be semide6nite
whenever an a variable appears in the entropy function
and the corresponding 0. does not. %e have two distinct
types of examples of such systems: for a Brownian par-
ticle in an infinite (field-free) medium, its position does
not enter the entropy function, but its velocity does.
Any nontrivial specification of the position leads to zero
probability. On the other hand, for an inductive series
circuit without capacitance, speci6cation of the electric
charge is quite meaningless, although its rate of change,
the current, enters the entropy function.

It may be noticed that the roles of the functions
C(cx, a) and %($, $) in this paper have changed from
those in I. For the systems without kinetic energy of I,
the thermodynamic forces X,= BS/Bn; are functions of
the state r. Hence %(X,.X) is a function of the state,
while C (n, a) depends on its change in time. For the
systems with kinetic energy considered here, the ci's
belong to the description of the state F. On the other
hand, the thermodynamic forces P, =BS/Bn, +(d/dt)
)& (BS/Ba,) are not functions of the state alone. Hence
C(u, ri) is a function of the state alone, and 4'($, $)
depends on its rate of change in time.
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